RULES
To write in the forum on the web platfor m
„Virtual Chef“ - www.virtual-chef.eu

I. GENERAL RULES
1. By participating in the Forum on the Web Platform „Virtual Chef“ - www.virtualchef.eu under the project: „Virtual Maritza - Merich Cuisine”, № CB005.1.23.017, funded by
the Interreg-IPA CBC Bulgaria–Turkey Programme 2014-2020 each user confirms his
agreement to follow the rules of the forum and is subject to appropriate control and
punishment by the team supporting the forum.
2. The Forum is developed under the project: „Virtual Maritza - Merich Cuisine”, №
CB005.1.23.017, funded by the Interreg-IPA CBC Bulgaria–Turkey Programme 2014-2020
and as such it primarily discusses issues mainly related to the traditional cuisine and
traditional culinary qualities of the Bulgaria-Turkey border region and topics related to the
main objectives of the Program and the project.
3. It is forbidden to register more than one name from a given user, "Multi-account",
the detection of this will be strictly punished - deletion of the user and its indefinite removal
from the forum.
4. It is mandatory to fill in the Required fields in the User Profile. The information
must be up to date, accurate, and conformable to the Template.
5. Writing in topics and posts is done without replacing existing numeric letters.
Exceptions are made for names only.
6. Communication in the forum is maintained with respectful for other users of the
forum tone. Injury, direct or indirect attacks, angry statements, obscene and vulgar
language will not be tolerated and will be sanctioned.
7. Any manifestation of any discrimination (ethnic, religious, gender, age, etc.) is
unacceptable.
8. New themes are published in the sub-forums and sections specific to this topic.
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9. It is advisable to post topics that users write with specific and targeted titles. In
this way, the process of finding the right topic is facilitated, as well as giving an accurate
answer.
10. SPAM is banned in any form (meaningless comments, emoticons, etc.) and will be
removed without warning and the author will be punished by the moderator's opinion /
administrator.
11. Any personal issues and topics not affecting other users are not discussed on the
forum's pages.
12. Publications on topics and opinions which in one way or another are contrary to
Bulgarian legislation, racist and hatred between people are forbidden. The publishing of
pornographic and offensive content is prohibited.
13. If there is a violation against a user or group of users on the forum, the person
should immediately notify the forum administrator. From the moment the user provides such
information to the admin team, the administrator is the one who will work on the case. It is
not tolerated filling a topic with unnecessary posts in connection with a user's breach. Such
posts will be deleted.
14. It is recommended to use the "Report" button and to provide clear arguments as
to the reasons why the user thinks you need to report on a certain post. Self-government in
one way or another is strictly forbidden.
15. In the presence of copied articles, photos and others users posting in the forum
need to specify the specific source of information.
16. The materials and information provided by the users in the forum can be used by
forum and site administrators by uploading them to the project website www.virtual-chef.eu.

II. ADMINISTRATION / MANAGEMENT AND PENALTIES
1. If you fail to comply with any of the above rules, you are subject to moderator
control /admin/.
2. The moderators / administrators / are the persons responsible for maintaining the
goodwill and the collegial spirit in the forum and as such have the right to make remarks and
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to issue the appropriate penalties. When a violation is detected, users have the ability to use
the "Report" button.
3. For violations committed, all users are subject to punishment at the discretion of
the administrator. And they are:
- warning
- Moderator review / Prohibition of posting for a period of time, such as forum bans,
may be:
= 4 to 12 hour ban on writing in the forum
= 24-hour ban on writing in the forum
= 48-hour ban on writing in the forum
= 72-hour ban on writing in the forum
= One-week ban on writing in the forum
- revoking the right to visit the forum
- user expel - delete an account
4. Users who think they are inappropriately or incorrectly warned should contact the
Administrator with an email, keeping the good tones of communication. If the user was
warned inappropriately (by the Administrator), the Administrator's Warning will be removed.

The team of RMA "Maritza" reserves the right to change the current rules and not to
justify its decisions when it does not consider it necessary.
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